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Portland Island

Vinnie and Mike are close to having enough money to leave Liberty City, but they need

to do one last job. Vinnie has a meeting with the Mafia, likely the Leone Family, and has Mike

drive him to Momma's Restaurante in Portland Beach. When they arrive, Vinnie goes into the

meeting and asks Mike to return to their hideout to make sure they're not being watched. Mike

drives to the hideout and is paged by Vinnie for another job, "COME BACK TO THE

RESTAURANT. I NEED YOU TO TRACK SOMEONE DOWN".

Vinnie informs Mike that the Mafia (likely the Leone Family) want a local drug pusher,

Federico, taken out for using more of their product than he sells. Mike, realising he needs a

weapon, heads to Ammu-Nation and purchases a pistol. He then chases down Federico, who is in

Trenton. Mike kills Federico and is paged by Vinnie, asking him to return to the restaurant,

"Come back to the restaurant, Mike. We need to secure transportation."

At Momma's Restaurante, in Saint Mark's, Portland, Vinnie informs Mike that the Mafia

have agreed to help them leave Liberty City. However, they need a fast car and one is waiting to

be taken in Atlantic Quays. Mike drives to the car's location, kills an attendant and drives to the

Pay 'n' Spray in Portland Harbor, to lose any interest from the police. Mike takes the Banshee

back to the hideout and is paged by Vinnie, asking him to return to the restaurant. "Hey, Mike. I

got an opportunity for us. Get on back to the restaurant".

Mike comes to the restaurant, and Vinnie tells him that the Leone Family mafia needs

protection money and that Mike should collect them. However, the payers are expecting

Federico, a former mafia member killed by Mike due to the betrayal of his employers. Because

of this, Vinnie tells Mike to be careful before and when collecting money. After this introduction,

Mike is done with the instructions and begins the actual job.
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Mike drives to an alley behind Marco's Bistro in Saint Mark's (or Portland Beach) and

then drives to a car park in Trenton, where he has to kill two men armed with baseball bats,

before collecting a second briefcase. Mike then drives to an alleyway, where he is ambushed by a

dealer and his three associates, who he kills before collecting a third briefcase. Mike returns to

Momma's Restaurante and gives the briefcase to Vinnie, to give to the Mafia, telling him that the

dealers in Trenton are no longer afraid of the Mafia. After collecting the money, Vinnie tells

``Mike, it's payback time. Get on back here."

Vinnie informs Mike that the Leone Family are not happy with being disrespected by the

criminals based in Trenton and want Mike to make an example out of three of them. Mike drives

to Trenton, killing one of the criminals, before driving to an alleyway in Trenton, killing another

criminal who had been harassing a resident of the city. Mike drives in search of a third criminal

and kills the third criminal, after forcing him to leave his car. Vinnie calls, "Come to the

restaurant, Mike. I need you to pick up a package".

Mike returns to the restaurant and is told by Vinnie that fake IDs are needed to leave the

city. However, 8-Ball has some fake IDs provided. Mike drives to 8-Ball’s home in Harwood to

collect the fake IDs. The fake IDs are now even. Mike leaves but is paged by Vinnie, who

informs him that the police have found out about the fake IDs and will be looking for Mike.

Vinnie tells Mike to meet him at the restaurant when he loses the police, which Mike does. When

Mike arrives, Vinnie says he will be smoothing things out with the Leone Family and calls,

"Come to Chinatown, Mike. It's time to leave this hellhole."

Mike drives to Chinatown looking for Vinnie, so the two can finally leave Liberty City.

He is then paged by Vinnie, saying that there is a change of plans and to meet him at the Greasy
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Joe's restaurant in Callahan Point. Mike drives to the restaurant where he sees Vinnie's car

explode. The police arrive, having been informed about the explosion, and Mike decides to head

to Pay 'n' Spray in order to lose the cops and return to his hideout. He is then paged by 8-Ball,

who informs Mike that the police are at his hideout and says that Mike should come to his home

after he loses the police. Mike loses the police and drives to 8-Ball's. 8-Ball informs him that he

will be investigating Vinnie's death by looking at what is left of Vinnie's car, primarily to see

who is making bombs on his patch, pages Mike when he finds something, "I figured out what to

do with Vinnie, Mike. Come on back."

Mike heads back to 8-Ball to do a job for him. Vinnie’s dead body is located in the trunk,

so 8-Ball wants the car that contains the corpse to be crushed. Mike drives the car through the

island and into the crusher. He exits and enjoys the crushing. After crushing, 8-Ball pages,

"Drive over to my pad, Mike. Some lovely ladies need transport."

Mike drives over to 8-Ball’s pad and is informed that he wants three of his girls to be

dropped off at their locations. He takes a four-door car and drives around Liberty City and uses

the radar to pick up the girls. After picking up one girl, he uses the radar again to pick up the

second girl. After picking up the second girl, he picks up the third girl. After picking up all three

girls, he drops one of the girls to her location. He does the same two more times. After dropping

all the girls off, 8-Ball pages "Come to my pad, Mike. I need you to drop off a package."

Mike returns to 8-Ball’s pad to drop packages. The shipment needs to be delivered to a

customer. However, the car easily gets damaged and when it does, the shipment gets damaged

too. Mike walks to the shipment car and drives carefully to Hepburn Heights. Hepburn Heights is

where the customer is and is home to the Diablo gang. Mike delivers the shipment to the
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customer. 8-Ball pages, "Come to my pad, Mike. I need you for a muscle job." After the job,

Mike takes a break from the job and relaxes. He waits for half an hour before working.

8-Ball informs Mike that a friend of his was put in the hospital by a man called Scorelli

and that he wants Mike to make him pay. He wants some of Scorelli's goons killed and Scorelli's

car brought back to his shop. Mike drives to Harwood and kills the Scorelli’s men before going

to another place in Harwood to steal Scorelli’s car. He is ambushed by the Scorelli by chasing the

stolen car as he makes his way to the Pay n Spray to get the car resprayed. After escaping and

respraying, Mike takes the car to 8-Ball’s bomb shop. After arriving, 8-Ball pages, "Come to my

pad, Mike. I've got a lead." Then, Mike goes back home and sleeps.

At the beginning of the morning, Mike wakes up and goes back to 8-Ball. Once Mike

arrives, 8-Ball informs that one of his prostitutes comes back with a bar owner named Jonnie.

Jonnie has been working with Vinnie. Jonnie and 8-Ball’s prostitutes go to meet up at the docks.

Mike thanks 8-Ball for his help and leads before driving to Portland Harbor to meet Jonnie.

Jonnie tells Mike that Vinnie owes him money and that his partner, Mike, can repay the debts.

Mike drives Jonnie back to his bar in the Red Light District, avoiding their pursuers. When they

arrive at the bar, Jonnie realises that somebody wants him dead and has Mike drive off, losing

their pursuers. They return to the bar where more men are waiting, with Mike killing them.

Jonnie returns to his bar and pages, "Come to the bar, Mike."

Mike comes back to Jonnie’s bar. He finds out that Jonnie is having problems because

there are people on Portland Island who do not pay their debts to Jonnie. Jonnie sends Mike to

kill those people who do not pay. The first target is located in the Red Light District, so Mike

goes to the target’s car, rams it to force the target out, and kills the target. The second target is
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located in Saint Mark’s, and the third target is located in Callahan Point. Mike kills the second

and third targets before finding the fourth target who owes Jonnie. The fourth target is located in

Harwood and is guarded by his guards, so Mike kills all the guards and the target himself. After

killing, Jonnie pages, "Bring wheels to the bar. I got a mission for you."

Mike comes back to the bar and is informed by Jonnie that he has seemed to be dating a

woman but cannot be seen with her, and wants Mike to make sure she gets home safe. Mike

picks up the girl outside despite the girl drinking. He takes her to another bar located in

Harwood, but he kills two men who attempt to rob the girl. Jonnie’s girlfriend enters the car, but

she notices that her other boyfriend named Billy has spotted them and tells Mike to lose him.

Mike drives and loses Billy before dropping the girl off at her home in Portland Harbor. After

dropping off, Jonnie pages. "Can you handle the hard stuff? Come back to the bar."

Mike returns to the bar and is informed by Jonnie that he needs ingredients for his special

brew and that he wants Mike to collect them quickly. Mike leaves and drives Jonnie’s monster

truck to collect the five ingredients in five locations: Chinatown, Portland Harbor, Trenton,

Atlantic Quays, and Saint Mark’s. After collecting the ingredients, he returns to the bar in the

Red Light District. Jonnie pages, "I've got a mission for you. Head to the bar."

Later, Jonnie has another problem. The problem is that they are putting up a three-level

disco called The Diamond Sky, and the grand opening is tomorrow night. It is attracting the

wrong type of clientele to the area which is bad for the business. The car needs to be placed in

front of The Diamond Sky disco and armed for the party to explode in order to solve the

problem. Mike takes the nearby Idaho and drives to the 8-Ball’s bomb shop. He arms the car

with a bomb and drives to the disco party back in the Red Light District. He parks the car in front
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of the main entrance and arms, so that one of the people who tries to enter tries to move the car

out and explode to death. The cops start to chase Mike, but Mike escapes in the Pay n Spray shop

by changing the color of the Idaho and heads back to the bar. Jonnie pages, "Mike, I'm in need of

some serious firepower. Come back to the bar. Jonnie."

Mike comes back to the bar for more information. There is illegal cargo in the docks

guarded by some weapon smugglers that Mike should get for Jonnie. Mike heads to the docks

and hits all the smugglers with a bat. He makes his way to open the cargo and get the rocket

launcher. Without firing a shot, he brings the rocket launcher back to the bar and gives it to

Jonnie. Jonnie pages, "Come to the bar. Let's talk politics. Jonnie."

Mike returns to the bar and finds out that the senator wants to ban smoking in restaurants

and bars. The senator has enough votes to ban smoking which is bad for Jonnie’s business.

Jonnie wants Mike to change the senator’s mind by beating him up. Mike rams the senator’s limo

and explodes. The senator calls the cops and tries escaping to his house. Mike runs as fast as he

can and pushes the senator down. He beats him up against the ban of smoking in restaurants and

bars. After beating and almost killing him, the cops chase Mike. Mike steals a car and goes to the

Pay n Spray to escape. He returns to the bar, and Jonnie pages, "Come on back to the bar. I need

you to track someone down. Jonnie."

Mike returns to Jonnie’s bar and finds out that Jonnie is in debt, so Jonnie tells Mike to

get more money fast. Freddy has been playing with lots of money. Jonnie also owes King

Courtney on Staunton Island several party favors. His yardies have been hurting recently. Mike

leaves the bar and heads to the deal where Freddy is. Freddy flees the deal and forgets to bring

his money with him. Mike steals Freddy’s money and returns the money back to the bar before
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the ambush even chases and attempts to kill Mike. The ambush really wants to kill and may have

weapons that are capable of exploding vehicles. After this, the job is over.

Once the job is over, Mike takes a huge break and decides on what to do next. He is done

with all of the missions in Portland Island, meaning he can do more missions in Staunton Island.

He is also rewarded with his new safehouse called the Staunton Island hideout. This is where he

is going to spend the night before he can return back to his new set of jobs.
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Staunton Island

Mike meets King Courtney, who he believes killed Jonnie. Courtney convinces him that

he had nothing to do with Jonnie's death and tells Mike that he needs him to drive in a race,

because his best driver is unavailable. Mike wins the race, despite attempts by the Yakuza to

destroy the car, and returns to King Courtney in Newport. King Courtney informs Mike that a

Jamaican Formula One driver is coming to the city tomorrow and the car needs to be tested.

Mike then drives the car round the streets of Staunton Island. After the first job on the island,

King Courtney pages, “Come to my pad, mon. I need Columbian coffee. King”.

The Colombian Cartel are moving into Uptown Yardies delivery routes and King

Courtney wants Mike to collect the cans of coffee the Cartel have delivered to three locations in

Belleville Park. Mike drives to each location and kills the Cartel gang members pursuing him

and collects the cans of coffee. He then returns to the jetty in Newport to give the cans to King

Courtney. Mike is done with the mission, and King Courtney pages, “Come to my headquarters,

mon. Those Columbians are in for a rude surprise. King”.

King Courtney informs Mike that Cisco, the leader of the Colombian Cartel, was behind

the deaths of Vinnie and Jonnie. Mike is unsure, thinking that King Courtney is only using

Mike's anger to win the turf war between the Cartel and Yardies. Mike decides to believe King

Courtney and drives to a meeting of high ranking Cartel members, killing everybody there. King

Courtney, however, informs Mike that they were only Cisco's lieutenants, and that Cisco will

have to wait for another day. After Mike is done with the mission, King Courtney gives a

message, “Come to my headquarters, mon. Cisco makes me so angry! King”. Mike returns to the

hideout and spends some time there for the night before the next morning job.
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King Courtney informs Mike that Cisco has been spotted at a restaurant and that this is

his chance to get revenge for the deaths of Vinnie and Jonnie. Before he leaves, Mike tells King

Courtney that he won't be taking more jobs from him. Mike then drives to the restaurant in

Belleville Park. Mike then has the option to enter the restaurant from either the front or back

entrance. If Mike enters the front entrance, he shoots his way past Colombian Cartel gang

members and chases Cisco, who escapes through the back entrance, before Mike attacks him and

forms an alliance. If Mike goes to the back of the restaurant, Cisco leaves to smoke a cigarette

and is attacked by Mike, before the two form an alliance. Following this Mike cuts his ties with

Courtney. Cisco texts, “Come to mi casa, amigo. Ciscob”.

Cisco has begun to make some shoes with empty heels, in order to smuggle drugs past

metal detectors at Francis International Airport in Shoreside Vale. Cisco tells Mike to deliver the

shoes to some shops he has on Staunton Island. Mike drives to the first location in Bedford Point

where the shop manager takes them, feeling that nobody would buy them without an athlete's

endorsement. Mike drives to the second location, also in Bedford Point, with the shop manager

taking the shoes. Cisco pages Mike and tells him that Ares, his main competitor, has informed

the police about the shoes and the police begin to chase Mike, who manages to lose them. Mike

drives to the third location, also in Bedford Point, and meets Pat, who refuses to take the shoes

until Cisco pays him for work he had for Cisco the week before. Mike drives back to Cisco, who

tells Mike to go to a butcher he owns and fill the heel with rotten meat and to tell Pat that the

meat is the remains of his dog. Mike does so and then returns to Pat, who then begins to shoot

Mike with help from Rafael, Georgie and Tomas. Mike kills Pat, Rafael, Georgie and Tomas.

Cisco texts, “Pay your respects at my door, amigo. Cisco”.
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There is a factory in Liberty City which is manufacturing aerial surveillance equipment

for some South American governments. Cisco wants the factory to be blown up and tells Mike to

use his connection to explosives expert 8-Ball to get the necessary explosives. However, Cisco

does not want the surrounding area destroyed, as it contains boutiques he visits.

He explains that Mike will need an ID card to enter without suspicion. Mike then tracks

down a technician and begins to chase him, although he can choose not to kill him. Mike takes

the technicians ID card and drives to 8-Balls bomb shop and has some explosives rigged to his

vehicle, before driving to the factory in Newport.

If the technician was not killed, he returns to the factory to warn security of Mike's

impending arrival. Mike positions his vehicle in front of the factory, runs to a safe distance and

detonates the explosives, destroying the factory. Mike then flees from the area, so as not to be

recognized by any witnesses. Cisco texts in a pager, “Come to mi casa, amigo. Cisco”. After

getting notified, Mike returns to the hideout and rests. From there, he prepares for his next work

for Cisco by going there and waiting for instructions.

Cisco wants Mike to kidnap a school girl and bring her back to his home in Aspatria. He

explains to Mike that the girl is called Yuka and is the niece of Yakuza co-leader Asuka Kasen,

who he will blackmail into allowing him to move merchandise through Yakuza territory. Mike

drives to the Yakuza limousine, which is scheduled to pick up Yuka, and damages the vehicle.

The bodyguards inside the limousine exit and are killed by Mike. Mike then takes the limousine

to Pay 'n' Spray to get the vehicle fixed and drives back to the school in Liberty Campus. He then

begins to drive back to Aspatria but is spotted by two Yakuza gang members who begin to give

chase in their vehicles. Mike loses them and drives back to Cisco's. Asuka Kasen texts in a pager,
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“Moshi Moshi, Mike-san. I've heard a lot about you. I want us to meet up close and personal. Ja

ne. Asuka”. This means Mike has to get to Asuka next.

Asuka Kasen wants her niece, Yuka, returned from the Colombian Cartel and, having

heard of Mike's skills and unaware that Mike had kidnapped her, she employs him to rescue her.

Asuka is also having problems with other business ventures and asks Mike to first make a

payment of $20,000 to a man in Belleville Park. In return, Mike asks for her help in discovering

who murdered Vinnie. Mike drives to Belleville Park and hands over the money, before driving

to Cisco's home in Aspatria, where Yuka is being held. He approaches Yuka's school bus and

attempts to enter, however, the bus has been locked and some of the Cartel guards have spotted

him. Mike kills the bodyguards, collects the key and enters the school bus. Mike then drives back

to Asuka's mansion in Bedford Point and returns Yuka to her aunt.

Asuka Kasen is having problems with a casino owner who is not paying his protection

money. Asuka tells Mike to either collect the protection money or to torch the casino. Mike

drives to the casino in Torrington and meets the casino owner, who explains that he can not

afford to pay both Asuka and a corrupt police officer. Mike is then left with two choices: either to

torch the casino or kill the police officer. He has to make his choice and spends some time

deciding on what to do and which ones have more difficulty and costs.

If Mike decides to torch the casino, he is paged by Asuka to lose the pursuing police

officers. Mike then goes to Pay 'n' Spray and gets his car resprayed. He is then paged by Asuka,

who regrets that Mike had to torch the casino.

If Mike decides to kill the corrupt police officer, Mike drives to the officers location and

kills him, before using Pay 'n' Spray to lose the pursuing police officers. He returns to the casino
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and the owner hands over the protection money. Mike drives back to Asuka's and delivers the

money, with Asuka pleased the casino was not torched.

Asuka Kasen is involved in the gambling business and wants Mike to make sure that she

can make a lot of money from a football game. The visiting Vice City Mambas are favourites to

beat the Liberty City Cocks. However, Asuka explains that if their quarterback suffered a broken

arm the chances for a Liberty City Cocks victory would improve. Mike drives to the Liberty City

Memorial Stadium and locates the quarterback. Mike then begins to beat the quarterback with a

baseball bat, injuring him, and then escapes the stadium and the pursuing Vice City Mambas

players. Asuka pages Mike to congratulate him, as the police report states that the injury was a

result of practising without pads. Asuka Kasen sends a text, “Mike-san, come to me quickly!

Man knows no wrath like a woman scorned! Asuka”.

Asuka Kasen had attempted to use her 'womanly advances' on film star Biff Rock, who

rejected them. Asuka wants him dead and his alligator shoes brought back as a memento. Mike

drives to the film set in Bedford Point and sees some of the movies filming process, with Biff

Rock playing a character named Jonnie and an actress playing Mary. Biff, however, realises he

made a mistake and tells the extras he can not act with so many distractions, such as Mike being

on the set. His bodyguards attempt to get Mike off the set, however, Mike kills all the

bodyguards, which is filmed by the crew. An impressed Biff tells Mike that he could make him a

film star. Mike decides against becoming a film star and gives over the rights to the footage in

exchange for his alligator shoes. The police begin to pursue Mike but Mike manages to lose them

and returns to Asuka's. Mike hands over the alligator shoes to give Asuka the impression that

Biff Rock is dead. Asuka Kasen texts, “Mike-san, I got a fishy problem. Come soon! Asuka”.
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Asuka Kasen's chain of restaurants are having bad blowfish delivered for use, leading to

numerous lawsuits. Asuka wants Mike to bring back the truck driver so she can punish him and

the truck full of bad blowfish for evidence. She warns Mike, however, that he can only punch the

truck drivers to 'persuade' them to cooperate, as their union would sue her also. Mike leaves

Asuka's and drives to a location in Bedford Point. He damages a delivery truck and confronts the

driver, beating him until he relents after having his jaw broken by Mike. Mike then locates a

second delivery truck in Newport. Mike damages the second delivery truck and confronts the

truck driver, beating him until he relents.

Mike then locates a third delivery truck in Liberty Campus. He damages the third truck

and confronts the driver, who admits that Uptown Yardies leader King Courtney put him up to

delivering the bad blowfish. The truck driver initially refuses to come with Mike to Asuka's,

knowing he'll likely be punished. After being beaten up he reluctantly agrees to go with Mike,

although Mike can kill the truck driver. Mike drives the delivery truck, and the truck driver if he

is spared, to Asuka's. If the truck driver is delivered to Asuka's alive, she tells Mike that she will

show 'mercy' by plucking his eyes out of his sockets before she feeds him to the blowfish. If the

truck driver is killed, she states that she will feed the remains to the blowfish.

The last mission is over, and the next one begins. Asuka Kasen is having problems with

the Mafia (Leone Family), who want to make some money from her import-export business.

However, Asuka has a plan to warn the Mafia against tackling her business and to make money.

She wants to set up a servant ring in Asia and tells Mike that the Mafia members are going to be

'enlisted'. She gives him a Katana to attack the Mafia members and a vehicle to bring them to the

docks in Newport. Mike leaves and drives to a location in Bedford Point, where he beats up and
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'enlists' eight members of the Mafia. He drives them to the docks in Newport, with the Mafia

members boarding Asuka's ship. Mike then drives to a second location in Bedford Point and

beats up and 'enlists' more Mafia members. However, one of the Mafia members confronts Mike

and is killed. Mike is then paged by Asuka and is informed that the ship is going to set sail soon.

Mike drives back to the docks in Newport and drops off the remaining Mafia members, with

Asuka witnessing the Mafia members boarding the ship.

Asuka Kasen texts, “Mike-san, let me introduce you to the pleasures of the snack bar.”

Asuka has discovered the identity of the explosive expert involved in the death of Mike's

old partner Vinnie. However, before she will tell Mike she wants him to take care of a pimp who

has been stalking some of her prostitutes. Mike drives to the pimps' location in Newport and kills

the pimp and his associate.

After killing the pimp and his associates Mike returns to Asuka's home, who proclaims

her love towards him and persuades first reluctant Mike to have sex with her. Mike leaves later

on, not able to feel his legs, and decides to follow-up on Asuka's lead into Vinnie's killer.

He drives to a building in Torrington and finds the explosives expert dead on the floor.

He finds a message from someone, which tells him to go to the Wichita Gardens area of

Shoreside Vale. With no other information, Mike decides to go to Shoreside Vale. However, as he

begins to drive away he is attacked by the Mafia, unhappy at their men being kidnapped and

shipped to Asia. The Liberty City Police Department also begins to chase Mike, who uses the

Pay 'n' Spray to lose them. He then drives over the Shoreside Lift Bridge to Shoreside Vale. After

this Mike refuses to do any more work for Asuka. There are actually two people who wanted

Mike to work with them now that Shoreside Vale has been unlocked as the last part to work at.
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Shoreside Vale

A stranger calls, “Come to the Wichita Gardens District. We need to discuss the job I

need done. Xox”.

Cisco calls, “Amigo, you are headed for a trap. Come to my headquarters at the airport

and I'll explain.”

Mike chooses to work by the airport first to avoid being poor or killed first.

“This is a nice getup you've got here, Cisco. You look ready to flee at a moment's notice.

Who'd you blackmail this time?”, he says.

Cisco says, “Mike, mi amigo, it has been too long. Regrettably, I see that time has done

nothing to improve your manners or your sense of fashion. Where was I? Oh yes, a trap. It seems

that a number of people want to see you dead.”

“Tell me something I don't know, like how'd you come to know about this supposed

'ambush'?”

“Amigo, you wound me deeply and I would have you beaten but, as you can see, this is a

virgin wool rug and much too pricey for your blood. The bomber was someone in my employ

and I want to find out as much as you do why he was killed and who did it. Besides, you can

prove useful to me once more. I'll send you some men to help if this meeting does indeed turn

out to be an ambush.”

“You seem at a loss like everybody else about who's behind this. I'd better track down the

one lead I have, whether it's a trap or not.”

Mike then travels to the meeting place in Wichita Gardens. Then, he makes an exchange

as he makes his way to the other meeting with the stranger.
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A gangster says, “he told me you'd show up but I didn't believe it. He said you were

direct and didn't care much for subtlety.”

Mike says, “Who's 'he'? And what the hell is this about? Are you working for the guy

who killed the bomber?”

“How perceptive of you. Perhaps you're not as dumb as he has led me to believe. As far

as his identity, well, perhaps you'll find out once we send you to hell. Get him boys!”

“We'll see who's the fool around here. I'm not helpless like you thought. Let's get it on!”

Mike then kills the ambushers with violence and in fear but wins the fight and receives

the following pager message: "Come to my headquarters at the airport. - Cisco."

Mike drives to the headquarters at the airport to meet with Cisco. From there, the mission

begins with the following conversation.

Cisco says, “Amigo, I hope my men proved useful to you. Sometimes they are in awe of

better men and stay back in the shadows of their superiors. I don't like to label such things as

cowardice but less refined people might state it as such.”

Mike says, “I'll say this: they managed to frighten a few civilians and not run away.

Thanks for the help. What brings you to Shoreside, Cisco?”

“Asuka didn't take kindly to my botched kidnapping attempt of Yuka and I thought it'd be

wise to be close to the airport to make a close escape. Ha! I fooled you for a second, didn't I?

You thought of me as a coward, as some sissy boy. No, amigo, I am here to track down the

assassin that has taken out the bomber. I will provide you with whatever assistance I can.”

“It's strange, they made it sound like this assassin knew who I was. I'll see you around,

Cisco.”, he says.
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After the mission, Cisco calls "Amigo, we are in a bubonic plague epidemic. Bring your

mask and come quickly!.

Cisco informs Mike that he must go to a drug conference due to outbreaks of the bubonic

plague, but other people wouldn't want him to make it to the conference. He wants Mike to act as

a decoy to lure the attackers away from him so he can make it. Mike then enters a Stretch, and

occupies the attackers for two minutes or two hours to complete the mission.

Mike goes to Cisco's jet trying to learn more about Vinnie's murder. But as he goes in he

sees that someone killed Cisco. He goes outside and finds the car of the person who killed

Jonnie. He follows the car only to be attacked by gang members. He kills them and follows the

car again. He is attacked again then the car stops with Vinnie coming out of it. They have a brief

conversation about his staged death. Then a gunfight ensues with Mike killing Vinnie along with

the other gang members, which also ends the next mission.

Mike and 8-Ball are in Pike Creek and are ambushed by the Colombian Cartel and their

new leader, who believes that Mike killed their former leader, Cisco. Mike manages to kill many

Cartel members, eventually forcing them to retreat, although 8-Ball is injured, claiming to have a

broken leg and burned his hands. Mike flees the scene, leaving the stricken 8-Ball to be arrested

by the Liberty City Police Department. Mike manages to get his car re-sprayed at a Pay 'n' Spray

and remembers his fallen friends, all of whom are at this point dead or in prison at the end.

Mike needs to beat up the new Cartel Boss to gain information about who is after Mike.

Mike goes to the Cartel boss and chases him until his vehicle is badly damaged. Mike begins to

hit the Cartel boss until he says that King Courtney is after him. The man also says that if Mike

lets him go he and his gang will cease combat with Mike. Mike can then choose to believe the
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Cartel boss and let him escape and live, or kill him and fight off the remaining Cartel members.

The choice is killing the boss at first but fails, so the real choice is letting the gang live.

Upon learning that King Courtney and his men are after him and his money, Mike

decides to strike back, he gets in a car and he kills 10 Yardies around Shoreside Vale in 4 minutes

to weaken the Yardies. This is the last regular mission before taking a break for weeks.

Before starting the next mission, Mike returns to Portland Island and completes six races

there. He does the same for Staunton Island and Shoreside Vale each. The next side mission after

that is Demolition Football. He completes a dozen levels as a paramedic followed by sixty fires

removed as a firefighter and sixty threats killed as a police officer or associate, in which twenty

of each of them per island. He also completes one hundred taxi fares as well. Throughout Liberty

City, 100 hidden packages are collected, and 21 rampages are completed as the last side mission.

After doing 39 missions and all side missions, Mike is looking for King Courtney, and

according to Asuka, he is in a warehouse in Cedar Grove. Mike drives to the warehouse and

confronts King Courtney, who launches an assault on Mike. Mike wins the gunfight and has a

quick talk with King Courtney, but he launches more assaults on Mike. Although King Courtney

launched several assaults on him, Mike remained the winner of every gunfight. After taking

down all of his men, King Courtney admits defeat and Mike can now get out of Liberty City with

money and never look back. The mission is passed and the next one starts immediately.

Mike realizes the cops have him surrounded and wishes to have a tank to get through

them and reach the airport, where Cisco, the deceased leader of the Colombian Cartel, has left a

plane for him to leave Liberty City. When the cutscene ends, a tank appears (there's a chance that

it could be a Diablo) and Mike gets on it. With a 6-star wanted level, he has to get to Francis
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International Airport in time. If the tank is destroyed, get wasted, or busted, the mission fails.

Although, the tank can't be easily damaged by the cops. Eventually, the tank or diablo goes to the

airport and tries to escape the cops. On the way, several collectibles may be dropped. Finally, the

vehicle arrives at the airport, and Mike enters the airport without normally checking in.

Mike leaves Liberty City, and remembers his friends, the bar-tender Jonnie, and Cisco,

both killed, and 8-Ball, who was arrested. Then a plane is shown leaving Liberty City heading to

Columbia, as Mike states. Mike then flies the plane to hide, so he can be nowhere to be seen.

Meanwhile, a lot of problems have been created back in Liberty City for about a year. The End!

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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